
 
 

A New Book by Rebecca Dawson co-created with the Masters that Rebecca channels  
the book dives deep into how to live and experience life from the One Source.   

“It is time for the true nature of humanity to be revealed. Time for the true nature of the Earth  
reality to be revealed. Time for the truth of your origin to be known.” – The Masters 

Embracing the True Nature of Human Design 

So many of us have come to understand and acknowledge 
that we are the expression of one universal force, all part of 
the “oneness.” But what would change if we really began to 
live and experience life from that place of totality, not from the 
duality-- that separation--that has marked our current reality?    

In reading Rebecca Dawson’s remarkable book Fu - The 
Return of the Magnetic Human you will begin to grasp the 
infinite power available to us when we do, in fact, come into 
awareness and agreement of our true existence and how the 
world we experience will then come into agreement with us 
and who we truly are.  

This is not merely speculation. It is the information provided 
directly to Dawson by The Masters, aspects of Source that are 
committed to helping mankind prepare for the shift to a multi-
dimensional reality that is already unfolding.  

In the most powerful message yet from The Masters, the 
wisdom of Fu will re-contextualize your view of humanity, the 
Earth reality, and the Cosmos. Not a practice, but a principle 
for life, Fu invites us to return the Natural Law and magnetic 
design of humanity, while revealing the construct and coding 
for introduced systems of order that have become the foundation of a simulated Earth reality. As 
humanity expands into 5D and beyond, there is a movement back into inherent capacity and Cosmic 
Law. A return to the Magnetic Human. The return of Fu. 

These are some of the key messages that are being brought forward by Dawson, who has been 
channeling the wisdom of The Masters for more than 25 years. An internationally renowned teacher 
and author, Dawson first experienced emersion in the Cosmic Consciousness while sitting on a balcony 
in Bali, where she had gone to seek entry to this unfathomable expansion. For days she meditated and 
sat in silence seeking the doorway in. And it didn’t come. Angry and frustrated she gave up—and in that 
moment, the illumination came.  

But after many years of bringing wisdom and knowledge to awakening humans, The Masters are now 
urging humanity to take the lead into a new paradigm of existence and discontinue a loop of experience 
that has operating for 340,000 years. The exterior world and belief system as we know it is 



deconstructing—signs of which can be seen all around us in the chaos, uncertainty and disruption we 
are all experiencing right now.  

While it is a time of endings, it also a time for the exhilarating embrace of a new era of humanity as we 
return to ourselves, our acknowledgement of our infinite existence, and our multi-dimensional 
awareness and perspective. We are awakening to our true magnetic design - one that is at odds with 
the constructed systemization of our social and material reality. Fu - The Return of the Magnetic 
Human is a powerful synopsis of how to powerfully exist and create beyond the limitations of a 
dissolving 3D system of reality.  

The book takes readers on a journey to explore the power of humanity’s magnetic design, and how to 
live with vitality and empowerment within a reality that demands regularity and repetition. The book is a 
profound exploration into the duality of Natural Law and the coding of Earth reality: Law and Order, and 
positions human design as the interface between the two. Powerful, clear and life-changing information 
at a time when humanity is on the cusp of true Self-discovery…a true reclaiming of our sovereignty and 
freedom to know WHAT IS. 

Rebecca Dawson simplifies these deep concepts in a way that is accessible to everyone and opens the 
extraordinary possibilities awaiting them. 

Fu - The Return of the Magnetic Human is available on Amazon for USD$19.95 

To Learn more visit www.RebeccaDawson.net or emailinfo@rebeccadawson.net 
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Rebecca Dawson 
  

Rebecca Dawson is an international channeller, speaker and author based in Perth AUS, who has been 
in practice for more than 25 years. After facilitating thousands of personal consultations, Rebecca’s 
focus in the last twelve years has been on the research and understanding of the shifts that are 
occurring for Earth and Humanity. 

Her journey began at 18, after a startlingly and spontaneously becoming a channel for information and 
wisdom, for a collective she calls “The Masters.” It wasn’t part of her life plan. Rebecca was 
enthusiastically studying to become an architect. As she notes, “I was in for a huge learning curve – 
with no instruction manual. And no one is going to encourage an 18 year old to quit studies and 
become a channel….except divine consciousness!” 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B09RNS7J87
http://www.RebeccaDawson.net
mailto:info@rebeccadawson.net


As a result of her gifts, she has developed an ability to 
acutely observe the human energy field, which has led 
to an interest in the mapping and documenting of the 
evolving human design, and understanding how these 
changes impact upon human capacity, functionality 
and experience of Life.  Many hours of clinical 
observation and hundreds of accompanying 
channelled documents are revealing the synchronicity 
and pattern of change that is sweeping across 
humanity, and the planet itself. 

Rebecca is now devoted to bringing this information 
into accessibility, so that humanity can start to have a 
conscious understanding of what is happening, why it 
is happening, and what can be created from this 
emerging capacity.  With the assistance of her team of 
Masters, Rebecca facilitates workshops and seminars 
around the world that allow more understanding to 
occur, and more information to emerge. Her books The 
New Human Experience, The Game of Purpose and 

The Agreement address the nature of the human design and potential within a greater understanding of 
the mechanics of the Earth reality.  

But after 25 years of relaying this information to humanity—both individually and through workshops, 
corporate presentations and speaking opportunity—there is renewed urgency, according to The 
Masters. Humanity is in the midst of making a massive consciousness shift that is becoming more 
evident daily—a shift that will have us living and experiencing life from that place of totality—oneness--
not from the duality-- that separation that has marked our current reality.    

Her new book, Fu - The Return of the Magnetic Human, has been written to bring awareness to the 
power of natural human capacity for creation, and illuminate the nature of introduced systems of order, 
coding and regulation as humanity emerges once again to reveal it’s true potential. 

To Learn more visit www.RebeccaDawson.net or email  info@rebeccadawson.net 

.  

On Air Introduction 

Rebecca Dawson is an international channeller, speaker and author based in Perth, Australia, who has 
been in practice for more than 25 years. After facilitating thousands of private consultations, Rebecca’s 
focus in the last 12 years has been on the research and understanding of the shifts that are occurring 
for Earth and Humanity. 

An ability to acutely observe the human energy field has led to an interest in the mapping and 
documenting of the changes occurring in the human energy field, and understanding how these 
changes impact upon human capacity, functionality and experience of Life.  Many hours of clinical 
observation and hundreds of accompanying channelled documents are revealing the synchronicity and 
pattern of change that is sweeping across humanity, and the planet itself. 

http://www.RebeccaDawson.net
mailto:info@rebeccadawson.net


Rebecca is now devoted to bringing this information into accessibility, so that humanity can start to 
have a conscious understanding of what is happening, why it is happening, and what can be created 
from this emerging capacity.  With the assistance of her team of Masters, Rebecca facilitates seminars 
and events around the world that allow more understanding to occur, and more wisdom to emerge. 

But after 25 years of relaying this information to humanity there is a renewed urgency, according to The 
Masters. Humanity is in the midst of making a massive consciousness shift that is becoming more 
evident daily—a shift that invites us into living and experiencing life from a magnetic, cosmic core, and 
disengage from a transactional, systemised reality.  

Her new book, Fu - The Return of the Magnetic Human, has been written to help us embrace the 
natural and powerful human capacity to create reality, and prepare us to undertake this shift. It’s a 
paradigm leap in viewing, embracing and living a magnetic principle of life. Powerful, clear and life-
changing information at a time when humanity is on the cusp of true Self-discovery…a true reclaiming 
of our sovereignty and freedom to create new realities. 

This is the Quiet Revolution. 

Questions for Rebecca Dawson 

About Rebecca  

1. When did you first know you were a channeler? 

2. Is “channeling” an inherent capacity that all humans have?  

3. What is the experience of communicating this wisdom of the Masters like for you? 

4. What is the most challenging thing about being a channel and teacher? 

5. What practices do you apply in everyday life to assist the work you do? 

6. How do you see the world? 

About the Earth Reality 

7. How would you describe 3D and 5D reality, and how are they different? 

8. What are some of the clues that the “matrix" of reality is being surpassed by human consciousness? 

9. How is the current system of Earth reality different to the original Earth blueprint? 

10. What will new systems and structures look like, and how will they be formed? 

13. How is the electrical system different to magnetic core energy?  



14. Why is fusion energy an important foundation for new systems? 

About the Human 

14. Are humans and stars inherently the same? 

15. What are some of the forgotten inherent capacities of the human physical form? 

16. How can we begin to use some of this emerging capacity? 

17. What are some of the symptoms or experiences of these awakening abilities? 

18. Why is unpredictability and disruption such important experiences and themes right now? 

19. How are our bodies inherently designed for immortality? 

20. Why is sovereignty such an important theme for humanity, and how does this inform our capacity? 

Learn More 

Books 

• Fu - The Return of the Magnetic Human 

• The Agreement 

• The New Human Experience 

• The Game of Purpose 

      More books, ebooks and audio books available at: https://www.rebeccadawson.net/store/ 

Private Consultations 

• To book a private channeled consultation with Rebecca Dawson, visit https://
www.rebeccadawson.net/product/session/ 

Seminars, Courses and Livestream Conversations 

• https://www.rebeccadawson.net/events/ 

Speaking Engagements 

• To book Rebecca for live or virtual workshops or speaking engagements, please contact: 
info@rebeccadawson.net 

https://www.rebeccadawson.net/product/fu-book/
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08FP2BQNX
https://www.amazon.com/New-Human-Experience-Rebecca-Dawson/dp/1530634830
https://www.rebeccadawson.net/product/the-game-of-purpose-book/
https://www.rebeccadawson.net/store/
https://www.rebeccadawson.net/product/session/
https://www.rebeccadawson.net/product/session/
https://www.rebeccadawson.net/events/
mailto:info@rebeccadawson.net


Website 

• www.RebeccaDawson.net 

Social Media 

• Facebook: www.facebook.com/rebeccadawsonchannelling 

• Linked In: https://www.linkedin.com/in/rebecca-dawson-02a392102/?originalSubdomain=au 

• YouTube: youtube.com/c/RebeccadawsonAu 

• Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/rebecca_dawson__/

http://www.RebeccaDawson.net
http://www.facebook.com/rebeccadawsonchannelling
https://www.linkedin.com/in/rebecca-dawson-02a392102/?originalSubdomain=au
http://youtube.com/c/RebeccadawsonAu
https://www.instagram.com/rebecca_dawson__/

